
Description:
Understanding how microeconomics affects the marketplace is essential, however, most books simply address microeconomics in its pure theory-based form. Micro Markets helped bridge the gap between theory and practice by defining microeconomics in terms of real-world market applications.

Now, the Micro Markets Workbook offers you a wealth of practical information and exercises that will solidify your understanding of the tools and techniques found in the actual book. This comprehensive study guide, which parallels Micro Markets chapter by chapter, contains carefully constructed problems with detailed solutions, and offers invaluable insights into microeconomics, along with how all of its relevant theory is applicable to today’s markets.

Page by page, this workbook:
- Provides a convenient means of reviewing material presented in Micro Markets, and of enhancing your understanding of the principles of microeconomic theory
- Helps you learn to perform dynamic microeconomic analysis in practice and underscores several realities of markets that are stressed in Micro Markets
- Turns to the equities markets as a consistent application of microeconomic theory, while expanding the application of microeconomic principles to other markets
- And much more

If you intend on acquiring a firm understanding of this dynamic discipline, then the lessons found within Micro Markets Workbook can help you achieve this goal.
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